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Professional Cross-Platform Mobile Development in C#Wrox Press, 2012

	PEOPLE TAKE UP MOBILE DEVELOPMENT these days for a lot of reasons. For some it is all about learning something new, but for many it comes out of necessity of a job or career. Perhaps you see mobile development as the next big thing, just like client-server development was in the 1990s, or web development became in the 2000s. Maybe...
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Practical Load Balancing: Ride the Performance TigerApress, 2012


	The Internet, and in particular the World Wide Web, have effectively leveled the playing field for

	businesses and individuals around the world. Do you have a great idea for a web site or a service? Even

	the more advanced ideas can be relatively easily and cheaply realized without much in the way of initial

	outlay. You can get...
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Metasploit Penetration Testing CookbookPackt Publishing, 2012

	Penetration testing is one of the core aspects of network security in today's scenario. It involves a complete analysis of the system by implementing real-life security tests. It helps in identifying potential weaknesses in the system's major components which can occur either in its hardware or software. The reason which makes...
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Younger Next Year: The Exercise Program: Use the Power of Exercise to Reverse Aging and Stay Strong, Fit, and SexyWorkman Publishing Company, 2015

	The definitive exercise book that the one-million-plus readers of the Younger Next Year® series have been waiting for—and the exercise book that takes the intimidation out of starting a workout routine. Based on the science that shows how we can turn back our biological clocks by a combination of aerobics and strength fitness,...
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ARM Assembly Language ProgrammingMTC, 1987

	
		
			Like most interesting subjects, assembly language programming requires a little
		
			background knowledge before you can start to appreciate it. In this chapter, we explore
		
			these basics. If terms such as two's complement, hexadecimal, index register and byte are...
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Network Security Foundations : Technology Fundamentals for IT SuccessSybex, 2004
The world of IT is always evolving, but in every area there are stable, core     concepts that anyone just setting out needed to know last year, needs to know     this year, and will still need to know next year. The purpose of the     Foundations series is to identify these concepts and present them in a way     that gives you the...
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Sams Teach Yourself Windows XP Computer Basics All in OneSams Publishing, 2003
Have you ever wished you had just one book, a truly complete  reference that tells you what you need to know about your new or upgraded  computer? Have you wanted one that's written in plain talk, one that tells you  what you need to know to get started, and one that takes you to the next level  without being too techie? Have you...
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Information Security Governance (Wiley Series in Systems Engineering and Management)John Wiley & Sons, 2009
This book provides an understanding of governance and its relevance to information security. It gives readers a clear, step-by-step approach to developing a sound security strategy aligned with their business objectives in order to ensure a predictable level of functionality and assurance. Next, it explores various approaches to implementing the...
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Building Cocoa Applications : A Step by Step GuideO'Reilly, 2002
Building Cocoa Applications is an ideal book for serious developers who want to write programs for the Mac OS X using Cocoa.  It's a no-nonsense, hands-on text that's filled with examples -- not only simple and self-contained examples of individual Cocoa features, but extended examples of complete applications with enough sophistication...
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Elastomere Friction: Theory, Experiment and SimulationSpringer, 2010

	Understanding elastomer friction is essential for the development of tyres, but also for sealings and other components. Thus it is of great technical importance. There are many aspects to modelling frictional processes in which an elastomer is interacting with a rough surface, ranging from theoretical formulations, leading to reduced and...
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Linux+ Guide to Linux CertificationCourse Technology PTR, 2011


	As Eric S. Raymond reminds us, Open Source Software will continue to shape the

	dynamics of the computer software industry for the next long while, just as it has for the

	last decade. Coined and perpetuated by hackers, the term “Open Source Software” refers

	to software in which the source code is freely available to...
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Business and Competitive Analysis: Effective Application of New and Classic MethodsFT Press, 2007

	“I believe that this book will fill a great need for both full-time competitive intelligence practitioners, and those looking to add analytical skills to their managerial tool kit.”

	--Bill Fiora, Partner and Founder, Outward Insights
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